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Short summary of the session (max. 250 words): 
 
The labour market is, without a doubt, one of the 
fields where the advance of automation and 
robotization will produce major transformations, 
leading to worrying forecasts about the 
substitution of human labour at the hands of 
technology. In this context, local training systems 
will be a decisive alternative. 
 

  



 

 
 

 
1. Conceptualization of the session (max. 1000 words) 

 
As a consequence of the fourth industrial revolution, the process of automation of 
the productive processes of goods and services and the development of artificial 
intelligence will lead to a substitution of human employment in occupations that 
develop both manual and cognitive activities, routine or not. 
 
Jobs that require emotional understanding, creativity, interpersonal and artistic  
skills will be less susceptible to automation. These types of jobs require high levels 
of qualification and professional studies. 
 
This context entails changes in social, economic and political structures, which 
imposes the need for rapid and concrete responses at the territorial level to mitigate 
its impact on society. 
 
The transformation of the educational system towards alternatives with greater 
flexibility and dynamics should be prioritized in the face of the accelerated change 
imposed by new technologies.  
 
In this context, the question arises as to what will happen to those who do not 
manage to get on the innovation train. It is important to distinguish two aspects. 
Firstly, it is necessary to analyze the role of those who begin to see their professional 
training as obsolete and will have to face a professional reconversion after years of 
work, towards other areas. 
 
Furthermore, it is important to consider those young people who do not have a job 
and are not studying, who will be affected in their possibilities because they tend to 
develop mainly routine manual activities, i.e. where the impact of automation will 
be greater. It is from this aspect that we can conclude a direct link between the 
advance of technological forces and the tendency towards labor exclusion of 
populations that cannot acquire training in the new skills required. 
 
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is underway and its impacts are multiple and occur 
in different areas. The labor market is undoubtedly one of the fields where the 
advance of automation and robotization will produce the greatest transformations, 
leading to worrying forecasts about the substitution of human labor by technology; 
in this context, local training systems will be a decisive alternative. 
 
To some extent, there is consensus that the world of work is polarizing and 
becoming increasingly unequal; that automation and digitalization will continue to 



 

 
 

replace tasks traditionally performed by people; that workers with university 
education are less likely to be displaced by automation; and that the most valued 
skills of workers will be analytical skills, the handling of digital tools and teamwork. 
 
2. Objectives (max. 100 words) 

 
This session proposes to create a space for dialogue to reflect and understand the 
impact of digital transformation on employment in the territories and to analyze 
cases or proposals where local training systems are alternative tools to mitigate the 
negative effects and enhance the positive results. 

 
 

3. Main points of discussion (max. 150 words) 
 

● Proposals and considerations for the design of virtual and in-company 
education programs, to increase the training possibilities of citizens, 
improving educational quality standards. 

 
● Prospects for retraining workers who perform tasks that are highly 

susceptible to automation and computerization. 
 

● Design of local employment policies linked to the retraining of workers in 
other sectors, with special emphasis on the use of technology. 

 
 
4. Relevant documents (if applicable) 
 


